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Speakers may not be confirmed. Check event website for more information. Arya Sharma Arya M. In , he
spearheaded the launch of the Canadian Obesity Network, which has remarkably transformed the landscape of
obesity research and management in Canada. His research focuses on innovative approach to managing obese
patients and includes the development of the Edmonton Obesity Staging System. Avril Inglis Avril Inglis is a
crown prosecutor and has prosecuted all manner of violent crimes, including countless sexual assaults. She has
also developed a specialty in the prosecution of serial attackers and dangerous offenders. She has frequently
lectured in the areas of sex crimes, rape shield, similar fact evidence, and other criminal law subjects for the
Alberta Crown Prosecution Service, Making a Difference Canada, and the International Association of
Prosecutors. YRAP offers young offenders a chance to take responsibility for their actions and to grow
positively. Jill Robertson Jill is a registered landscape architect with a special interest in urban design,
landscape ecology and participatory processes. Jill manages complex, multi-disciplinary projects across
dynamic spatial and temporal scales. For every project that Jill is involved with, she brings a high level of
graphic clarity and technical excellence. Issues of Power and Justice. Her latest quest is leading Cared
Humanity, a care-based community encouraging mutual support for the fundamental human tasks of care.
Julian Faid Julian Faid is a senior company member with Rapid Fire and has performed in weekly improv
shows for over thirteen years. He has taught all levels of improvisational training through Rapid Fire Theaters
workshop programs and has taught one-off workshops in Calgary, Vancouver, and Wellington, New Zealand.
Kory Mathewson Kory Mathewson is a polymath and an improvisor. Sharing the stage with top improvisors
from across Canada, the United States, and Europe, Kory is a tour de force of improvisational prowess. The
Improvised Musical, and Theatresports and Maestro shows. He has published more than 40 articles, made
more than 40 conference presentations, and is the author of two books on leadership and organizational
change. Washington also teaches courses on organizational change and leadership in numerous Executive
Education Programs at the University of Alberta, in the Executive MBA program, and the Masters of Finance
program. In the mid-eighties she began volunteering as an ESL teacher working with refugees and permanent
residents helping them learn the English language and acclimate to their new cultural landscape. What began
as a compelling part time job evolved over time to become a vocation. She is in increasing demand as a
teacher and workshop facilitator in universities, colleges, conferences and workplaces throughout Alberta, and
across the country. In grounding her work in the principles of the theatre she allows people to discover their
true potential by encouraging an awareness of what has shaped them which helps them better understand,
empathize and collaborate with others. From a young age, she has committed herself to various leadership
roles, finding even more opportunities to get involved during her undergraduate experience. Her upbringing
and cultural background has certainly shaped her perspective on leadership, one that is deeply connected to the
values of feminism and active citizenship. In this engaging talk, Nisha Patel contrasts the voice spoken word
poetry dons to marginalized individuals, and how such poetry revolutionizes the political systems which fail to
give equal voice to everyone. Ray Muzyka Originally trained as a medical doctor, Dr. Ray Muzyka
co-founded BioWare, a video game development studio focusing on story and character, in the early s. He is
an active angel investor and entrepreneurial mentor. His doctoral research focused on silicon quantum dots.
For the last two years, Ross has been exploring the path to becoming an astronaut. He continues to volunteer
and train for a future astronaut application with the Canadian Space Agency. Shawna Pandya Hang out in 0g?
Found a company based on a challenge to positively impact 1 billion people? Check, check and check. Armed
with backgrounds in neuroscience,space, entrepreneurship and medicine, Dr. Pandya has led a life devoted to
technology, innovation, social development and, of course, adventure! In October , Dr. In January , Dr. In
addition to his studies, Stephen has led a variety of entrepreneurial ventures and passion projects to learn from
direct experience. The goal of the project is to inspire individuals of all ages to take action in learning and
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developing new skills in an entertaining and humour filled way.
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Book available here A Fine Line is a book written from the perspective of a nihilist looking to find order in the
chaos. Looking in all of the predetermined places gets him nowhere. Is this a work of fiction? Nothing is
totally fictitious. Fiction always exists within reality. But is the narrator you? When did you write most of the
poems on here? Almost all of them were written in Greece. I was in the big city. Athens is a multi-faceted
place. Most of the poems are attempts at acceptance. They ard actually me trying to make sense of things. Do
you make sense of things? But lest we forget these were my carefree hedonistic years. I had no borders. At the
time, I was addicted to sensual desire. I needed to experience all my needs. This takes you to dangerous
places. We always opine for the good old days. A ship of fools with all decks on board. So do the old
memories free you somewhat? They have in real life. Duting the writings of the poems, there was so much
addiction. There was so much pain. It was a way out. How do you feel about the disclaimer from the
publisher? As you know, there is no truth these days other than the one preached by a select few. The walls are
crumbling and our defense mechanisms are rendered useless. Do you believe in fake news then? People think
Donald Trump created the fake news mentality. Fact is, he was the only one unfiltered enough to actually state
a big truth. Like him or not. What was your purpose in writing this book of poetry? My favourite musical
artist, Morrissey, has gotten in trouble so many times for showing points of view. He gets called a racist by
putting in the brain of a young man who admires the National Front. Of course being a neo-Nazi is
inexcusable. But it helps to know why. Everything is a pattern. Recruiters always go after the most
susceptible. There are recruiters for the army, for menial labour, for prostitution, for drug dealing, for killing.
The weak and disenfranchised are easy prey. Through learning about them, perhaps we can help curb the
problem. To answer your initial question, my main purpose for this book is for the common folks to
experience the joys and tribulations in the fine line between insanity and creativity. They should get into the
brain of the nihilistic protagonist and see how his thoughts play a major role in his seclusion. This is what
leads and maintains addiction. Any takeaway from this book? Never think you know anything. Ted Kouretas
describes himself as a postmodern iconoclast bent on showing taboo truths. With this book, he gives us a
glimpse.
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It had been beautiful. It had been classy and clean. A bit overdone and too touristy. I got off at the small port.
You also need to make sure she has a trusting face. I picked the right girl. One that looked traditional and a
native of the island. She tried looking me in the eye and gave me a good price for a room at Mylopotas, which
is a nice quiet part of Ios where the beach is there to enjoy for the day. I always like staying away from the
chaos. In this case, it was about 5 minutes on the scooter away. The room was in front of the beach above.
This is one of the most relaxing places by day. Another good thing about Ios is how easy it is to meet new
people almost instantly. It seems people are all looking for the same thing. And what happens in Ios stays in
Ios. I decided to lounge on the chairs above and asked the girl serving me where a lot of people go during the
day. I decided to do all three. I had a ridiculously cheaply-priced good-quality lunch and rented a scooter.
There were a couple dozen people here and I decided to enjoy this from a veranda overlooking the calm
waters. I needed to relieve myself from the heat so I went for a dip. There were so many nooks and crannies
that hid half the population of the beach. What I loved the most about the whole day so far was the almost
dead calm of the island. Even Chora was quiet when I went souvenir shopping. The island has no real tourist
attractions. Everything you may find interesting is bigger and better on a neighbouring island. I took a 2-hour
siesta and woke up hungry. I went to a nice taverna and had some delicious fish. Then off I went up the hill
from Mylopotas to Chora. It was still early. I met the girl serving me coffee in the morning along with a few
more people. She was from Belfast. The British clan showed me the hotspots. It was club after club after club.
People started losing each other slowly but surely. But you eventually fall in with another group. I managed to
have a Swiss girl of Italian descent come back to Mylopotas with me. We saw 2 groups of Swiss having a
fight with each other. It seems German and Italian Swiss hate one another. There were people drunk on the
street. We saw the town postman treating his friends. Giovanna told me he hardly delivered any letters. Three
days and nights were enough.
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Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged
and removed. For the Australian politician, see Ted Malone Australian politician. This article may contain
unsourced peacock terms that merely promote the subject without imparting verifiable information. Please
remove or replace such wording, unless you can cite independent sources that support the characterization.
This article may not meet the general notability guideline. Please help to establish notability by adding
reliable, secondary sources about the topic. If notability cannot be established, the article is likely to be
merged, redirected, or deleted. Childhood Ted Malone became interested in oral performance when he
attended high school in Missouri. He was also a champion debater in college , and graduated from William
Jewell College in Career Malone had a long career in radio as a storyteller and reader of poetry. He was one
of the few broadcast interpretationists recorded in the history of radio , his radio programs --spanning three
decades on local stations and national networksâ€”perhaps best represent both the initiation and prime of
broadcast interpretation. He acquired his pseudonym , Ted Malone, when asked to fill in for a program by
reading poetry. The positive audience response to his reading led to his radio program "Between the
Bookends". An associate of Ernie Kovacs later revealed that this program was the inspiration for his character
Percy Dovetonsils. As his popularity increased, Malone began writing for other programs, and soon became
production manager, production director, and program director at his radio station. During World War II ,
Malone ventured into other types of broadcasts, such as variety shows and quiz shows , and even went
overseas to broadcast as a war correspondent , providing human interest soldier stories for the listeners back
home. Malone worked for all the major networks in his lifetime. Whatever the task, Malone continually relied
on oral interpretation and strove to communicate with his listeners conversationally and convincingly through
his readingsâ€”always the broadcaster, always the interpretationist. Ted Malone partially retired in the s, and
died in after contributing more than 60 years to broadcasting and its development. Works His works include:
A collection of verse January 1, Yankee doodles: Parcourir les produits et les annonces Obtenir des
informations en XML pour filtrer le meilleur contenu.
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Grocery store â€” A grocery store is a retail store that primarily sells food. A grocer is a seller of food.
Grocery stores often offer non-perishable food that is packaged in cans, bottles and boxes, with also having
fresh produce, butchers, delis. Large grocery stores that stock significant amounts of products, such as
clothing. Some large supermarkets also include a pharmacy, and customer service, redemption, in the United
States, Canada, and United Kingdom, supermarkets and convenience stores are sometimes described as
grocery businesses, or simply grocers. Some grocery stores form the centerpiece of a complex that includes
other facilities, such as gas stations. This setup is especially common in the United Kingdom, with chains such
as Tesco. Some groceries specialize in the foods of a nationality or culture, such as Italian, Polish. These
stores are known as ethnic markets and may serve as gathering places for immigrants. In many cases, the
range of products carried by larger supermarkets has reduced the need for such speciality stores. The variety
and availability of food is no longer restricted by the diversity of locally grown food or the limitations of the
growing season. Beginning as early as the 14th century, a grocer was a dealer in dry goods such as spices,
peppers, sugar. These items were bought in bulk, hence the term grocer from the French grossier meaning
wholesaler, as increasing numbers of staple foodstuffs became available in cans and other less-perishable
packaging, the trade expanded its province. Today, grocers deal in a range of staple food-stuffs including such
perishables as meats, produce. These trading posts evolved into larger retail businesses known as general
stores and these facilities generally dealt only in dry goods such as flour, dry beans, baking soda, and canned
foods. Many rural areas still contain general stores that sell goods ranging from cigars to imported napkins,
traditionally, general stores have offered credit to their customers, a system of payment that works on trust
rather than modern credit cards. This allowed farm families to buy staples until their harvest could be sold, the
first self-service grocery store, Piggly Wiggly, was opened in in Memphis, Tennessee by Clarence Saunders,
an inventor and entrepreneur. The early supermarkets began as chains of grocers shops, a small grocery store
may also compete by locating in a mixed commercial-residential area close to, and convenient for, its
customers 2. United States â€” Forty-eight of the fifty states and the federal district are contiguous and located
in North America between Canada and Mexico. The state of Alaska is in the northwest corner of North
America, bordered by Canada to the east, the state of Hawaii is an archipelago in the mid-Pacific Ocean. It is
one of the worlds most ethnically diverse and multicultural nations, paleo-Indians migrated from Asia to the
North American mainland at least 15, years ago. European colonization began in the 16th century, the United
States emerged from 13 British colonies along the East Coast. On July 4,, during the course of the American
Revolutionary War, the war ended in with recognition of the independence of the United States by Great
Britain, representing the first successful war of independence against a European power. The current
constitution was adopted in , after the Articles of Confederation, the first ten amendments, collectively named
the Bill of Rights, were ratified in and designed to guarantee many fundamental civil liberties. During the
second half of the 19th century, the American Civil War led to the end of slavery in the country. By the end of
century, the United States extended into the Pacific Ocean. The end of the Cold War and the dissolution of the
Soviet Union in left the United States as the sole superpower. It ranks highly in several measures of
performance, including average wage, human development, per capita GDP. Broadcasting â€” Broadcasting
began with AM radio, which came into popular use around with the spread of vacuum tube radio transmitters
and receivers. Before this, all forms of communication were one-to-one, with the message intended for a
single recipient. Over the air broadcasting is usually associated with radio and television, the receiving parties
may include the general public or a relatively small subset, the point is that anyone with the appropriate
receiving technology and equipment can receive the signal. The field of broadcasting includes both
government-managed services such as radio, community radio and public television, and private commercial
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radio. Code of Federal Regulations, title 47, part 97 defines broadcasting as transmissions intended for
reception by the general public, private or two-way telecommunications transmissions do not qualify under
this definition. For example, amateur and citizens band radio operators are not allowed to broadcast, as
defined, transmitting and broadcasting are not the same. Transmissions using a wire or cable, like television,
are also considered broadcasts. In the s, transmissions of television and radio programs via streaming digital
technology have increasingly been referred to as broadcasting as well, the earliest broadcasting consisted of
sending telegraph signals over the airwaves, using Morse code, a system developed in the s by Samuel F.
Morse, physicist Joseph Henry and Alfred Vail and they developed an electrical telegraph system which sent
pulses of electric current along wires which controlled an electromagnet that was located at the receiving end
of the telegraph system. A code was needed to transmit natural language using only these pulses, Morse
therefore developed the forerunner to modern International Morse code. Audio broadcasting began
experimentally in the first decade of the 20th century, by the early s radio broadcasting became a household
medium, at first on the AM band and later on FM. Television broadcasting started experimentally in the s and
became widespread after World War II, satellite broadcasting was initiated in the s and moved into general
industry usage in the s, with DBS emerging in the s. Originally all broadcasting was composed of signals
using analog transmission techniques but in the s. In general usage, broadcasting most frequently refers to the
transmission of information, Analog audio vs. HD Radio Analog television vs. This is the equivalent of 55
newspapers per person per day in Telephone broadcasting also grew to include telephone services for news
and entertainment programming which were introduced in the s. Secondary school â€” A secondary school is
both an organization that delivers level 2 junior secondary education or level 3 secondary education phases of
the ISCED scale, and the building where this takes place. Level 2 junior secondary education is considered to
be the second, Secondary schools typically follow on from primary schools and lead into vocational and
tertiary education. Attendance is compulsory in most countries for students between the ages 11 and 16, the
systems and terminology remain unique to each country. School building design does not happen in isolation,
schools need to accommodate students, staff, storage, mechanical and electrical systems, storage, support staff,
ancillary staff and administration. The number of rooms required can be determined from the roll of the
school. A general classroom for 30 students needs to be 55m2, or more generously 62m2, a general art room
for 30 students needs to be 83m2, but m2 for 3D textile work. A drama studio or a specialist science
laboratory for 30 needs to be 90 m2, examples are given on how this can be configured for a 1, place
secondary. The building providing the education has to fulfil the needs of, The students, the teachers, the
support staff, the adminstrators. It has to should meet health requirements, minimal functional requirementssuch as classrooms, toilets and showers, electricity, textbooks, Government accountants having read the advice
then publish minimum guidelines on schools. These enable environmental modelling and establish building
costs. Future plans are audited to ensure that standards are not exceeded. Most students start at the age of 10 or
11 and finish at 16 or 17, Students are required to sit for the West African Senior Secondary Certificate
Examination. To progress to university students must obtain at least a credit in Maths, English, in Somalia,
secondary school starts from 9th grade until 12th. Students start it when they are around 14 to 15 years of age,
Students are required to study Somali and Arabic, with the option of either English or Italian depending on the
type of school. Religion, chemistry, physics, biology, physical education, textile, art, design, when secondary
school has been completed, students are sent to national training camp before going to either college, or
military training. In South Africa, high school begins at grade 8, Students study for five years, at the end of
which they write a Matriculation examination 5. Missouri â€” Missouri is a state in the Midwestern region of
the United States, achieving statehood in With over six million residents, it is the eighteenth most populous
state, the largest urban areas are St. Louis, Kansas City, Springfield, and Columbia. The capitol is in Jefferson
City on the Missouri River, the state is the twenty-first most extensive by area and is geographically diverse.
The Northern Plains were once covered by glaciers, then tallgrass prairie, in the South are the Ozarks, a
forested highland, providing timber, minerals, and recreation. The Mississippi River forms the border of the
state, eventually flowing into the swampy Missouri Bootheel. Humans have inhabited the land now known as
Missouri for at least 12, years, the Mississippian culture built cities and mounds, before declining in the s.
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When European explorers arrived in the s they encountered the Osage, the French established Louisiana, a part
of New France, and founded Ste. Genevieve in and St. Louis in , after a brief period of Spanish rule, the
United States acquired the Louisiana Purchase in Soon after, heavy German immigration formed the Missouri
Rhineland, Missouri played a central role in the westward expansion of the United States, as memorialized by
the Gateway Arch. After the war, both Greater St. Louis and the Kansas City metropolitan area became
centers of industrialization and business, today, the state is divided into counties and the independent city of
St. Missouris culture blends elements from the Midwestern and Southern United States, the musical styles of
ragtime, Kansas City jazz, and St. Louis Blues, developed in Missouri. The well-known Kansas City-style
barbecue, and lesser known St. Louis-style barbecue can be found across the state, St. Louis is also a major
center of beer brewing, Anheuser-Busch is the largest producer in the world. Missouri wine is produced in the
nearby Missouri Rhineland and Ozarks, Missouris alcohol laws are among the most permissive in the United
States. Outside of the large cities popular tourist destinations include the Lake of the Ozarks, U. Truman is
from Missouri. Missouri has been called the Mother of the West and the Cave State, however, Missouris most
famous nickname is the Show Me State, the state is named for the Missouri River, which was named after the
indigenous Missouri Indians, a Siouan-language tribe 6. Debate â€” Debate is a method of formally presenting
an argument in a structured manner. The outcome of a debate may depend upon consensus or some way of
reaching a resolution. In a formal debating contest, there are rules for participants to discuss and decide on
differences, Debating is carried out in debating chambers and assemblies of various types to discuss matters
and to make resolutions about action to be taken, often by voting. Deliberative bodies such as parliaments,
legislative assemblies, and meetings of all sorts engage in debates, in particular, in parliamentary democracies
a legislature debates and decides on new laws. Formal debates between candidates for elected office, such as
the debates that are sometimes held in democracies. Debating is also carried out for educational and
recreational purposes, usually associated with educational establishments, the major goal of the study of
debate as a method or art is to develop the ability to debate rationally from either position with equal ease. The
outcome of a contest may be decided by vote, by judges. Debating teams are often helpful to high school
students in teaching the writing process, Debating societies emerged in London in the early eighteenth
century, and soon became a prominent fixture of national life. The origins of these societies are not certain in
many cases however, by the midth century, john Henley, a clergyman, founded an Oratory in with the
principal purpose of reforming the manner in which such public presentations should be performed. He made
extensive use of the print industry to advertise the events of his Oratory and these changes were further
implemented when Henley moved his enterprise to Lincolns Inn Fields. The public was now willing to pay to
be entertained, by the s, debating societies were firmly established in London society. In ,35 differently named
societies advertised and hosted debates for anywhere between and people, the question for debate was
introduced by a president or moderator who proceeded to regulate the discussion. Speakers were given set
amounts of time to argue their point of view, and, at the end of the debate, a vote was taken to determine a
decision or adjourn the question for further debate. Speakers were not permitted to slander or insult other
speakers, or diverge from the topic at hand, the first of the post-revolutionary debating societies, the Dialectic
and Philanthropic Societies, were formed at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in and are still
active. The first student debating society in Great Britain was the St Andrews Debating Society, the
Cambridge Union Society was founded in , and claims to be the oldest continually operating debating society
in the World. Over the next few decades, similar societies emerged at other prominent universities.
Chapter 6 : Ted Malone's Adventures In Poetry by Malone, Ted
Ted Malone (May 18, - October 20, ) (born Frank Alden Russell, the son of a grocer), was an American radio
broadcaster.
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Books by Malone, Ted, A listener's aid to Pilgrimage of poetry, Between the bookends with Ted Malone [pseud.] Volume
five, Ted Malone's adventures in poetry, Ted Malone's [pseud.] scrapbook, Ted Malone's favorite stories, Should old
acquaintance, Ted Malone's Mansions of imagination album, Pack up your troubles.
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are six books of poetry by Ted Malone and two booklets. 1. Ted Malone's Mansions of Imagination Album, softcover, A
Listerner's Aid To "American Pilgrimage", published by Columbia University Press, , for the National Broadcasting Co.

Chapter 9 : The American Album of Poetry, Ted Malone. (Hardcover )
Ted Malone filled the airwaves reading poetry and offering homespun philosophy in the early s on his "Between the
Bookends" series. He was heard over four decades on many local and national radio stations, but it was "Bookends,"
which went on the air in the late s, that made his name famous.
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